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1. Transform the Patient Experience

2. Provide Simple Secure Access to Patient 

Information, Anywhere, Anytime

3. Empower Clinicians, Staff, and Patients 

4. Easily Integrate Remote Clinics

5. Safeguard Patient Data and Privacy 

5 reasons to deliver connected care via the Digital Clinical Workspace
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Cut Caregiver Administration Time

• Faster access to systems and apps –
less waiting time

• ‘Tap, Turn, Treat’ reconnect sessions

At University Hospitals in Cleveland, “Tap, 
Turn, Treat” is giving caregivers an average 
of 55 minutes of time back to spend with 
patients. 

Ensure Consistency

• Consistent experience across all 
devices

• Secure data in the datacenter

• IT control Updates and Patches

Transform the Patient Experience
Transform clinician workflows and, in turn, patient engagement. 
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Provide Simple, Secure Access to Patient Information, Anywhere, Anytime

Mercy invented the world’s first Virtual Care Center dedicated 
entirely to care outside of hospital walls. Highly sensitive cameras 
and real-time vital signs enable physicians to “see” and treat 
patients where they are, whether that be in a clinic or the patient’s 
home. Virtual visits cut down hospital re-admits while providing 
around-the-clock personalized care and monitoring for the most 
critically ill patients. 

These innovative healthcare organizations both rely on the Digital 
Clinical Workspace to secure applications and manage their 
growing fleets of mobile devices. 
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Pull rather than push apps.

Maintain personalized settings across 
multiple devices. 

Enforce security settings and compliance 
requirements according to certificate-based 
authentication and trusted access.

Enables BYOD

Empower Clinicians, Staff and Patients
Increase Productivity, Agility and Response

Rethink Consumption Simplify Application Management

SSO and Self-Service to applications across 
all devices.

Enterprise App Catalog – SaaS, Windows, 
Native, Cloud-Native and Legacy Apps.  

Authenticate Once to access all apps

Bookmark and personalize experience
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• More bandwidth lower costs – Providers can choose more efficient transport methods.

• Operational in minutes, without IT expertise – zero-touch deployments.

• High Performance - monitors for conditions like brownout, packet loss, or jitter and 
steers traffic dynamically across available connections to optimize an application’s 
performance.

• Fast and reliable - A direct “on ramp” to the cloud from all locations, not having to 
traverse the datacenter.

• Secure transactions - integrated next-generation firewalling and segmentation. 

• Time-saving operations - Cloud delivered SD-WAN is managed and monitored centrally 
through a cloud-based orchestrator and no onsite IT operations.

Easily integrate remote clinics
Virtual Cloud Network 
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Safeguard Patient Data and Privacy
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Ilian Grigorov
Managing Director

City Clinic

Saving Lives Increasing Scalability

“VMware’s technology is helping us save 
more lives, because within these 30 or 60 
minutes of a cardiology problem, we can 
adequately react and base treatment and 

diagnostics on accurate facts and 
information about the patient.”
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KEY CHALLENGES 

• Complex and slow IT - a huge 
irritation for staff 

• 45 minutes waiting time to log In, 
switch between workstations or gain 
access 

• Medical staff resigning as a result of 
not being able to do a good job 

SOLUTION 

• Worked with VMware to 
provide a single-sign-on and 
session switching (VDI) 
solution 

IMPACT 

• 75% faster access to patient 
records

• Freeing up time to focus more 
on patient care

• 94% end user approval rating 
for the new solution 
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Tanya Townsend
SVP & CIO

LMC Health

A New Era of Patient Care
“We're moving more and more into the world of 
bring your own device. A few years ago, we had 
to dictate what kind of device each clinician had 
to use. Now it's more of a preference. We need 

to be able to provide IT solutions for them to 
share, to support their preferences”
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• Hospitals providing IT 
services:

- Clinics

- Practices

- Secondary care

• Large M&A projects

New models of delivering IT

CLINICS PRACTICES SECONDARY 
CARE

• Healthcare Organizations

• Hospitals providing IT services:
- Clinics
- Practices
- Secondary care

• Large M&A projects
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We know you 
have a lot to 
do



Research reveals that many companies –
84% in fact  – believe email and social media 
alone constitute a digital workspace.



EUC Insights Attendees

The digital workspace is mobility 
without limitations.

A digital workspace is the virtual 
equivalent of a physical workplace that 
allows users to work from anywhere, 
potentially increasing productivity and 
changing how we see optimal work 

environments.

The digital workspace is the 
convergence of mobile and 

desktop computing into a single 
point. It's any device, all data, all 
access, anywhere at any time. 

My definition of a digital workspace is 
all of the technological means required 

to allow me to reach people for 
collaborative work.

A digital workspace is the ability to work 
anywhere at any time, with a fully 
flexible end-user experience that can be 
tailored in a matter of minutes for 
greatly reduced costs.

A digital workspace 
provides all the devices 
and tools needed to get the 
job done. Basically, it's a 
'single pane of glass' to 
provide me with everything 
I need such as browser, 
email, voice, etc. 
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The digital workspace is the defining model for 
end-user computing in the mobile cloud era

It is the aggregation of all devices and the apps and services required by 
users, securely managed and unified by common access and identity

Securely delivering anytime, anywhere access to all apps, services and 
resources across all devices.
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16%16%

Become more productive
Empowered Employees

Less time spent on 
manual processes

Increase in team 
collaboration

Faster decision 
making

17%

Organizations that make apps available and highly accessible, report:
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59%2x

Digitally empowered employees expect better outcomes
Powers the Real Difference in Performance

greater increase in 
efficiency

the increase in 
service quality 

increase in HR efficiency 
for recruiting (69%) and 

onboarding (59%)

34%

Empowered employees compared to traditional employees project for their organizations

almost

or more



“My business and its IT 
organization are being engulfed by 
a torrent of digital opportunities. 
We cannot respond in a timely 
fashion, and this threatens the 
success of the business and the 
credibility of the IT organization.”

Worldwide CIO Survey Gartner
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Business Problems

EfficiencyCost Risk Innovation
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Transition
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From Business Problems to Business Outcomes

BUSINESS 
PROBLEM

IT 
PROBLEM

IT 
CAPABILITY

BUSINESS
OUTCOME
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How To Get There
Considerations for an Outcome-Focused Roadmap

Culture Competencies Capabilities
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The Digital Workspace Spectrum

Digital EnterpriseIT Defined Workspace User Centric Workspace
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END-USER EXPERIENCE

Credential 
Fragmentation 

& Chaos

Identity-Based 
Access

IT Pushed Apps User Pulled Apps

Industrialized 
Devices

Device 
Independence

Mobile Restriction Mobile Workforce

Digital Workspace

Digital Business

IT DEFINED WORKSPACE USER CENTRIC WORKSPACE DIGITAL ENTERPRISE
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Control Devices

Standardize 
Platform for 

Efficiency

Reduce 
Deployment 

Time

Secure Access

Innovative 
Business Models

Data Driven 
Decisions

Competitive 
Advantage

IT DEFINED USER CENTRIC DIGITAL ENTERPRISE

Any Device 
Access

Location 
Independent

Self-Service 
Deployment

Streamline 
Access
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CYBERSECURITY INSIGHT PROTECT CONTROL

INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM MANAGE AUTOMATE

DIGITAL ENTERPRISEIT DEFINED USER CENTRIC

Traditional Identity and 
Authentication

• On premises directory services
• On premises IAM
• Hardware token 2FA
• Basic SSO services

Identity Aggregation
• Control external identities
• Unified authentication
• Flexible and integrated SSO and MFA

App Deployment
• Application packaging services
• Defined application packaging, UAT and 

patching lifecycles
• Ticket based, push installs
• Basic SaaS services

App Abstraction
• Separation of app, device and users
• SaaS app integration, e.g. Office 365
• User installed apps

App Catalog
• Policy based, context 

sensitive access
• Self-service application 

catalog 
• Heterogonous catalog 

of mobile and desktop 
apps

Client Management
• On premises PCs, virtual desktops and 

published applications
• Traditional electronic software distribution
• On premises PCLM and image 

management 
• Hardware and OS driven upgrade cycles

Dynamic Desktops
• Consistent user settings across platforms
• Pristine, just-in-time desktops
• Cloud hosted desktops and apps
• Containerized apps

Enterprise Mobility Management
• Management of corporate devices
• Basic handheld PIM and email
• Web-based email
• VPN access for remote users

Enhanced Mobility
• Apps, content, Wi-Fi and VPN
• Enforce layout, remote lock and wipe
• Specialist, LOB devices
• End-to-end micro-segmentation
• Secure BYOD

Unified
Endpoint

Management
• Unified, cross platform 

endpoint management 
for on and off-premises 
devices.

• Management of BYO, 
CYO devices

• iOS, Android, Mac and 
Windows management 
using unified tools and 
processes 

Digital Workspace
• Context based access control
• Unified app catalog
• Social network integration
• Consumerization of IT
• Technology empowered workforce

Digital Convergence
• Common platform for IoT management.
• Centralized analytics
• Machine learning
• Specialized line of business solutions
• Integrated mobile center of excellence

1 2

3
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1 2

3

1 2
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3
4

The Digital Workspace

Horizon® 

Horizon Cloud™ 

Solution to deliver virtual apps 
and desktops

Workspace ONE UEM powered 
by AirWatch

Platform for central management 
of any Apple device

VMware Workspace ONE™

Intelligence

Access
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